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Mr. Ford and I are very happy indeed to be back.

We ~~-m~d:

&

.~ _

~~

available to each of you a very brief statement, telling of the places
we visited in the Peoples Republic of China.
Shanghai, Peking, Shen Yang,

They are spelled out, but

ru{~an and Canton. They took us from the

coast of China at Shanghai to the North Central part of China at Peking
and to the northeastern part of China, where no official Americans have
been in 23 years.

Finally down to Canton and by rail back into Hong Kong.

We have had a most interesting and informative trip and one that I consider
most encouraging for the future of the rest of mankind.

I yield to Mr. Ford

and then simply open the rest of the press conference to questions.

~yli;

Let me reiterate what Congressman Boggs has said.

There are two

things I think we ought to set forth before we get into the question and
answer period.

Immediately on our return at Andrews Air Force

called the President and had a 30-minute conversation with him.

~ase,

we

We were

advised in Peking after our conference with Ch~En~i that there had to
be confidentiality concerning the lengthy discussions we had with him.
Other·than that I think we are ready1 willing and able to answer any questions
concerning a very fascinating, a very interesting, and I think very helpful
10-day trip to China itself.

a.

Mr. Ford, Do you feel that, without breaking the confidentiality,

that there is any indication that the reports coming out of London during
the past week that China and Russia are putting pressure on North Vietnam
to end the Vietnam conflict?
((

~· We had no indication of any outside press~.

The Chinese made
statements comparable to this, and this comment was made by high officials
(not Chou En-Lai, I might add) that the North Vietnamese are their friends.
They naturally support the North Vietnamese:

They believe the solution to

the problem in Vietnam, between the United States and the North Vietnamese,
is one that we must settle at the negotiating table.
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to the Boeing Co.
Is this any indication •••

Q. The Administration yesterday grantedu. an export license

for the sale ot ikiX~aS.ztDxiM*Pa¥X 707 jets (to China).
(inaudible).

{Boggs)

If. We had a great many conversations, and in depth, with officials of
the Peoples Republic of China with respect to trade between the United
States and China.

It is our impression that in the area of high

technology such as jet aircraft, computers, advanced medical instruments
and the whole realm of advanced chemistry in the United States, the Chinese
are very much interested.

And the question of day-to-day trade such as we

carry on normally with the other nations, Europe or Canada, China hopes to
be self sufficient.
States.

It's a very large nation that's bigger than the United

It has vast natural resources, and I would not anticipate any

tremendous increase o.t normal trade.

On the other hand I do believe that

the Boeing 707 sale is a pretty geod indication of the type of trade that
we may anticipate in the reasonably near future.
~. Gentlemen, you say in your report that you have a number of

recommendations to make to the President.

Could you share any of those

recommendations with us today?
(Ford)

f9, Well,

I would indicate that Mr. Boggs and I certainly feel that in

the field of medicine there is a great opportunity for we in the United
States to benefit from the phenomanal

things~

they do with acupuncture.

On the other hand the Chinese are very, very interested in some of our

medical advancements.

And, therefore I think that we should send to China

the benefitsof our research in cancer, heart and stroke.

This is an area

which would be highly beneficial to both parties.
(Boggs)

fJ•

I would add to that more general recommendations

lllD[Xl[][

And these

come after certainly a brief visit, one who goes to any land and spends a

'

-3few days there and returns as an expert is more of a jackass than an expert.
But one on the other pand must necessarily form certain conclusions.
very intensely briefed.

We saw a great deal of China physically.

We were

We saw

many of its inititutions, from its child care centers of kindergarten through
middle schools and the universities.

We visited the communes, both the

agricultural communes and the workers communes.

We visited industry, both

heavy industry and# light industry, neighborhood industry.
to a great many Chinese.

It is my impression that the Chinese certainly now

are concerned with their internal problems.
external aggression.

And we talkeed

They are not interested in

They are very much interested in normalizing relations

with the United States.

Which, of course, means the recognition of the

two governments, the exchange

of~mbassadors,

the relatively free movement

of science and business people, and so on.
Q. Mr. Bo_ggs, it seems that Europe is not the "in" place any more, as

congressmen and other
quoted by
government officals, and China is.

Do you think

there yi J 1 be more con gre ssmen going to China?

(Boggs)
Well, I would say that was a rather broad generalization inview of
the fact that out of 535 congressmen four of them have been there.

question asked ----------------------------(Boggs)
The point you make is well taken.
colleagues will try to go to China.

I think that a vast number of our

And Mr. Ford and I were both asked by

many of our colleagues if we could assist in

that

direction.

discussed this with Premier Chou En-Lai in some detail.

And we

He indicated that

he would like to have members of Congress visit China in relatively small
groups and in a bipartisan fashion such as the two previous groups.

,

-4Boggs and Congressman Ford in your statement you called
relations with China.
on both parties to promote the normalization of . What are you asking
Co~gressman

your respective parties to do?
(Ford)
Of course I haven't seen what the Republican Platform preliminary
drafts are at the present time.

But I do assure you, based on conversations

with Congressman John Rhodes, that our party platform will strongly praise
the efforts of the President in opening the door and will also JBKZI8XZKK
~ZXH~ZIZ~ZXZK8XE~81ZI8KZ

indicate that the normalization of relations should

expand in many, many fields.

This is a bipartisan effort as indicated by

the visit of the two senators and Mr. Boggs and myself.

I can't predict

the language of the Democratic Platform in this regard, but I suspect it
will be one also of favorable comment because this is in the best interest
of the United States, not in any one political party.
(Boggs)
I might add to that that I have been informed that the Democratic
Platform specifically calls for the normalization of relations with the
Peoples Republic of China.
(Ford)
One of the questions that Mr. Boggs and I raised specifically was the
vice-chairman of Foreign Affairs, Mr.
regarding the American prisoners.

Chiao Kun-haa1

CXKZI'e8~41j

was the situation

The response was that lXlX Mr. Downey the

civilian and the two military personnel, Smith and

Quin~ 1 was

the question was asked, were there any other American

JKI

prisoner$ held,kn

,~o n1s
owe
1
either from the Korean War or the Vietnam War, and the response was¢ ________

no.

I think this Kll is very important from the point of view of many

~

wives, mothers and fathers who have been concerned over the years about people
missing in action from both engagements.
other than those who were known by name.

assqred

And we were

'

being noted, and

~there

were none

dg

e1
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G?.

Congressman Boggs, what's your reaction to what pour party has

done in the way of party reform, specifically the platform -----------(Boggs)
;;. I'm not really compitent to answer the question.

I've been away

from the country for two weeks, and developments have been very rapid, and
there is one thing you will find out very

~

quickly in the Peoples Republic

of China and that is that you don't get very much,... news from other parts of
the world.

So unfortunately I'm really not comp~ent to answer your question.

(Ford)

~·

any

Let me add in a light way if I might.

We saw no evidence obviously

of Kl elections in the Peoples Republic of China, and therefore there was no
need or necessity for

~

any campaign or election reform legislation.

ot

~. Did you talk about normalization/relations and exchange of ------------Could you give us anything more on that. "pxtMatSJxx
Did you discuss this
in any detail in terms of relations with Taiwan?
(Boggs)

A. No we didn't because ••••• well I have to go back, there were discussions
of Taiwan.

Most of those discussions as well as more specific discussions

with respect to Vietnam and other areas ------------------------ were off the
record.
he would
Q~ You said that Chou En-Lai indicated J welcome visitsfrom other
congressmen.--~4-he-ifti~eat.-~-'----

other classifications of Americans--would be

welcome?
(Boggs)

A. Yes, quite definitely.

He mentioned journalists and as a matter of

fact I would say K that more journalists have visited the Peoples Republic
of China than any single group of Americans up to now.
of others as well. He mentioned educators.
Mr. Fairbank ot Harvard was there.

There were a number

There were sevetal educators there.

'
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He mentioned most specificall'l and
several times1 American medical teams with special reference to those who
were knowledgeable in cancer, heart disease and strokes.
11f

&,

g ;.,1.

lie anticae! e&eatn••

What was the President's reaction to your report.
(Ford)

~Well, he kept us on the line for about a half hour.

with a summary of our views.,Then he pursued many many
introduction that we

~

gave to him.

We lif~~out

question~~

He pursued certain matters that were

unfortunately embargoed because of the wish of Premier Chou En-Lai.

We had

a ~ report this morning from San Climente that the President was very
pleased with the report and is looking forward to having a report in person
as soon as he gets back and as soon as Congress resumes.

And we have

promised not only to meet with him in person but to submit to him a written
report for his information.

Q. liD Mr.

i"' Ch;l\d..

Ford, you talked about no need for electoral refOrm~~

Premier Chou show any knowledge or interest in the electoral process in the
United States?
(Ford)
f\.I don't think we should reveal that kind of information as to the
talks we had with him.

I would add this, however, (and this is not in

reference to our conversations with Premier Chou).Jfmong high Chinese
officials there was a great deal % of interest shown and many questions
asked about the sufficiency of our military capability and what the direction
might be in the future as to our Defense Department and its funding and its
programming.
tBoggs)
)\, I would like to get back to that question and say that while it seemed
to be studiously

-

non~partisan

there was at all levels a tremendous amount of

'

-7interest in the electoral process in the United States.

One piece of

news that did come through {as a matter of fact, I picked it up on the

---------i~i~~--- of America) was the action K of the Democratic
Credentials Committee with respect to the California delegation.
many people asked me to explain that to them.
whole process.

And

They wanted to know the

The Credentials Committee, what its function was, how it

is set up, how delegates were selected, why were they pledged, why weren't
they pledged, where the convention was, what the function of the convention
was.

In other XIII words it was almost like a very intelligent high school

youngster in a civics class.

I'm talking now about interpreters and people

that we talked to generally.

And I would also like to give a general feeling

that I had and I think that Mr. Ford shared, and K that is that uniformly
we found a tremendous amount of interest in the United States.

I was unable

to f'nd any hostility and the traditional Chinese reputation for friendliness
and hospitality was exceeded.
{Ford)
A. We were e:specially warmly welcomed, as Mr. Boggs indicated, when we

were in Shen Yang and Anshan which is in the northeastern part of China.
No American official had visited that part of China for 20 some years.

We

were welcomed in the IYKilJXKKX traditional Chinese fashion, not only by a
K handwave but applause by people on the street.

We went into a typical

£XX Chinese department store and somehow the rumor got out that we were

there.

By

the time that we came out the street was lined on both sides.

I couldn't guess how many people were
It was really a heartwarming experience

four thousand1 in my judgment.
was spontaneous on their part.
Congressman
"l'1.by

asked

?€"

Ford, did I

.------

you to s~y that when you were
and DMnocratic administrations->
...!'1'iary-epend1:ngry
J.n this country r·~

un~~~stand ~

.Chinese lee<ieN-

~er RepUD~_ican

._ w..nrti2 _,.ulta@.anr:a~zx:zx:axz:Klf.iiS.:mtms? fd:tl:l!tl •• rea"t.tX:a:•
{Ford)

A. It was not put on the basis of Democratic or Republican policy. The

'

-8question was were we going to reduce our military strength in light of this
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
parts •

1'

Were we going to withdraw from various

g ; of the worla_

They were intenJy

interested in what our role would be diplomatically, militarily in the world
as a whole and the specifics of what our plans might be in

~litary

programs

and funding.

~. What did you tell them?
(Ford)

A. I referred to a vote that we had heard that was taken in the House
of Representatives while we were in China.

X The House of Representatives,

as we understood it from the news reports, passed the military procurement
authorization bill overwhelmingly, defeated any efforts to reduce the
recommendations of the Committee on Armed Services.

We indicated to them

that this was a traditional position of strength in the House of
Representatives on a bipartisan basis and we thought this would be the
eventual final conclusion of the Congress in 1972.

Q, Congressman

Ford , do you think il!!~JlH!.<!_Q.Q _______ the President's

foreign policy record that the Republicans will Kill defeat the Democratic
cand,da~~-MoYember?

(Ford)
I think in this press conference it is better if we keep on the policy ••• *h,
xr the press conference]~~iit~a to our trip.

Q.Congressman, in reference to your question the answer before that, it
strikes me that this is an obvious reference to the United States attitude
toward the Soviet Union.

Are these questions about our military function, etc,

made in reference to their worry about our backing down in terms of maintaining
a position of strength

IIX~

regarding the Soviet Union?

'

-9(Boggs)

fJ, I think we would be totally less than frank with you if we did not
indicate that the impression that has been widespread in the West for
several years now about the tension between the Soviet Union and the
Peoples Republic of China is accurate.

It's

~ite

accurate.

And following

through on Mr. Ford's observations we were advised by high officials that
the policy of IKIX!/jg~~rnment is disarmament but not unilateral disarmament.
And there was specific concern expressed , rather emphatically, with regard
to the possibility of continued Soviet armamept and American disarmament.

GR~ Sir, could you put it in anoeher way and say that/tRgy~~r~hflr~!R~ession that
the United States to keep their defenses up?
(Boggs)
I could put it this way
A
are much concerned over the
I

IXIXXi that in the present world while they

~IHJY~

resolution of the

~

Vietnamese

question and the whole question of Indochina, Southeast Asia, they, in my
judgment would be terribly concerned if the United States IIIXKiiXXKX-rBRaried-_
to a policy of isolationism.
giXD (Ford)

IQ. Let

me reiterate and reempaasize strongly what Mr. Boggs has said.

They don't want the United States XI to withdraw from the Pacific or from
the world at any point •

They believe our presence is important for the

stability of the world now and in the future.

A militarily-weak United

States, at least I got the impression, would create instability rather than
stability in the resolution of the many, many problems that all nations face
today.
(Boggs)

A, This is
Boo

million.

D£

a very large country with a great many people, over

Agriculture, while it has improved

standards is primitive.

immensely,~ .g;i~~stern

Their industry still must be developed.

What I

'
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am saying to you, they said to us time and time again, they said we have
made progress , but much more remains to be done and we are a developing
country and to develop we must have the time and effort and energy devoted
internally and not externally.
~.They feel, Sir, that a withdrawal of the United Staees might encourage

the Soviet Union to move into the vaccuum thus created/5~u§rg~ problems for
them?
(Ford)
)\.I wouldn't say they put it as bluntly as you have said.

f~J They're

concerned about nations such as ourselves participating in a stable Pacific
and that the United States withdrawal would create the instability.

I wouldn't

want to go any further than that in explaining the context 1% in which we
discussed it.

G(.

Would you comment a vit on what you judge to be their relations with

the Soviet Union and whatever their fears might be?
(Boggs)

j\.

I think we've already covered it.

~. In regard to the stability of the Pacific, did Japan come up in that

respect?
(Ford)

~· They talked about the major powers that all had an interest in the
Pacific.
(Boggs)
f\,I would say that in answer IX to that question that there's IX~
an equal

interest/again,~

for the ncrmalization of relations with Japan.

'
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t¥Equal to what?

~

Interest in normalization of relations

~fk,

the United States.
(Boggs)
Check.
Q-. They speak of _nonna.JJ.u.ti-S~.n....P.L.relations with the Japane Sl!t?

(Boggs)

A. Oh, yes • A great deal.
(Ford)
AeOne of the very broad things that I was impressed with and I'm sure
beoau.se
Mr. Boggs was JIIIDt we talked about it in length. You come away from China
with an impression of total discipline and
early age- ledication to their

system,~

dedicatio~

Starting at a very

dedication to their

objective~.

!hey are really convinced that if ehey all have lXli this dedication and
this discipline that their society , industrially, economically, educationally,
ZiB and otherwise will make great strides forward in the next two decades
And this has some important tmplioatioDS-from our point of view.
to recognize that

~

We have

although IKIJIX they're possibly behind IMI in certain

areas, technically and some other areas, we have to recognize that this kind
of discipline and this kind of dedication for our children and our children's
children is a matter of deep concern.

Q. Mr. Ford, you mentioned at the outset that they said they were
supporting, naturally, the North Vietnamese.

SUeEIY&ft~•

you and

Congressman Boggs spoke of their belief that the United States should stay
in the

JK

Pacific.

Are they separating these two and saying that the

United States should get out of Indochina but stay in Thailand and Okinawa
and places like that?

'

-12(Mr. Boggs)

J.. That 1 s a very difficult question to answer or even to speculate~ on_.
and I wouldn't even try to. MY impression of that is as they put it, and
this is no secret. There are two super powers, !XI the United States and
Russia. And if Russia becomes a greater super power IXiK then much of the
world could ~-be-4:n--dit-t~~ Where that means people
~JW~Ylocated physically or what kind of weapons are required is something else. And I am totally, completely unknowledgeable on that subject.
Q. Did they express any interest in joining the disarmament talks,

either SALT or the ones in Geneva?
(Ford)
A.No.

But they did say and they did repeat that they are for total

disarmament on the broadest most comprehensive way or comprehensive sense.
pleased
They are not ll'""1eetk or they are not impressed say with the two super
powers coming lJXIill to such an agreement.
historically 1 that they want

They have

disarmamen~period.

sai~

I

think

And they reiterated that to

us on several occasions.
Q. Did they mention the Chinese ~..thft. I'Dinch nuclear tests?

(Ford)
A. No.

Q. Did they talk about their own nuclear proposal which is to destroy
all nuclear weapons?
(Boggs)
Not a
.A..xikMcA:t:iie: new proposal, we made it back in the days.l of Benurd Bal"UIIb-

in 1946.

'

-13(Ford)
A. They did say that under no circumstances would their development
(and this has been said many times) that they would never use it on a
first-strike basis.

Q. question muffled
(Ford)
A.

No, they did not.

Q. Anything about the ships'

---------------.the-

ships wrarec shelled

as a result of -lighterJL------- bringing supplies to~ North Vietnam?

-----------------.
about disarmament,

Q. In answer to your previous question/they showed skepticism about
the Moscow agreement on nuclear restraint, the ABM and the technical
agreement.
(Boggs)

A. I wouldn't say that they showed skepticism.
specific

questio~~hey

approved.

But as for general disarmament without

the participation of all nations of the world they
Qi[

They1 in answer to a

IKIJ

showed considerable

skepticism.
(Ford)
AeThey just think it should be on a broad, broad basis, including

all weapons •

Not only are they against further development, they're

for the destruction of many of the weapons that

IX~

are already tn

being and aeployed.
Q.Congressman, could you

------------=

us on the basis of your

conversation with IIXII the leaders in Peking and Taiwan ------------------------- in the establishment of diplomatic relations between the

'

-14the United States and
problem can be

~~~.

satislrlia;

_BKtx1' 1 . . -----

Or

do you believe now that this

or even in the absenee of an ultimate

that

resolution of the problems of Taiwan amkdiplomatic relations between
Washington and Peking could be established?
(Boggs)
A. Well,I have two impressions.

The first is that this is indeed one

of the top II difficulties with respect to normalization of relations
between the United States and the Peoples Republic of China.

The second

is it is their feeling as I understood that this is a matter that can be
worked out between the Peoples Republic of China and Taiwan.

Q. How?
(Ford)

A. But they did not trust us in trying to give an answer or a key to
this current difficulty for the total normalization of our relations with
the Peoples Republic of China.
(Boggs)

A. Correct. They did not trust.
Q.congressman Ford, did you see any
armed

---eeBI~~e~------

~IJXIXX

possibility of

between Communist China and the Soviet Union2

(Ford)

'
~

A.We did not engage in any discussion~ that kind of detail.

We

recognize they have differences they indicated, which is a fact that they
have differences, but as to the imminence or the possibility, IXIJ there
was no discussion.

-15(Boggs)

4. Well, as a matter of fact, the deputy foreign minister! said that
the discussions were by word of mouth and by writingf.

I certainly have

heard little any indications of any armed conflict*.

Q. Congressman Boggs, may I pose a political question to you since you
are ~~ one of your Part~ leaders.
(Boggs)

AJl. You mean a Chinese political question.
Q. No sir, its about -----------------------(Boggs)

A. Well I would be glad to hold a press conference about that but not
at this

orBXX

NelB!atl:

time ..
Thank you, sir.
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/ord and I are very happ)' indeed to be back.

T

availabl e to each of you a very brief statement, telling of the places
we visited in the Peoples Republic of China.

They are spelled out, but

Shanghai, Peking, Shen Yang, Ar/!:han and Canton.

They took us from the

coast of China at Shanghai to the North Central part of' China at Peking
and to the northeastern part of' China, where no official Americans have
been i n 23 years.

Finally down to Canton and by rail back into Hong Kong.

We have had a most interesting and informative trip and one that I consider
most encouraging for the future of' the rest of' mankind.

I yield to Mr. Ford

and then simply open the rest of the press conference to questions.

~y~;

Let me reiterate what Congressman Boggs has said.

There are two

things I think we ought to set forth before we get into the question and
answer period.

Immediately on our return at Andrews Air Force

called the President and had a 30-minute conversation with him.

~ase,

we

We were

advised in Peking after our conference with Ch~En~i that there had to
be confidentiality concerning the lengthy discussions we had with him.
Other than that I think we are ready1 willing and able to answer any questions
concerning a very fascinating, a very interesting, and I think very helpful
10-day trip to China itself'.
~•

Mr. Ford, Do you feel that, without breaking the confidential!ty,

that there is any indication that the reports coming out of London during
the past week that China and Russia are putting. pressure on North Vietnam
to end the Vietnam conflict?

ft. We had no indication of any outside

' ll..

press~.

The Chinese made

statements comparable to this, and this comment was made by high officials

'

(not Chou En-Lai, I might add) that the North Vietnamese are their friends.
They naturally support the North Vietnamese.:

~ey

believe the solution to

the problem in Vietnam, between the United States and the North Vietnamese,
is one that we must settle at the negotiating ~able.

,.
,.

I

I

..
-2Q. The Administration yesterday grantedu ~ export license to the Boeing Co.
for the sale ot IAJixpaz:tDxfftda:lx 707 jets · (to China). Is this any indication •••
(inaudible).

(Boggs)

A· We had a great many conversations, and in' depth, with officials of
the Peoples Republic of China with respect to tr'ade between the United
States and China.

It is our impression that in the area of high

technology such as jet aircraft, computers, advanced medical instruments
and the whole realm of advanced chemistry in
are very much interested.

th~

United States, the Chinese

And the question of day-to-day trade such as we

carry on normally with the other nations, Europe or Canada, China hopes to
be self sufficient.
States.

It's a very large nation that's bigger than the United

It has vast natural resources, and I would not anticipate any

tremendous increase of normal trade.

On the other hand I do believe that

the Boeing 707 sale is a pretty good indication of the type of trade that
we may anticipate in the reasonably near

future~

~. Gentlemen, you say in your report that ,ou have a number of

recommendations to make to the President.
recommendations with us today?

Could you share any of those

(Ford)
/},Well, I would indicate that Mr. Boggs and I certainly feel that in
the field of medicine there is a great

opportun~ty

States to benefit from the phenom6nal things

~

for we in the United

they do with acupuncture.

On the other hand the Chinese are very, very interested in some of our

medical advancements.

And, therefore I think that we should send to China

the benefitsof our research in cancer, heart and stroke.

This is an area

which would be highly beneficial to both parties.
(Boggs)

fJ,

I would add to that more general recommendations

come after certainly a brief visit, one who

goe~

lil1£KX1U{

And these

to any land and spends a

,

·.
-3few days there and returns as an expert is more of a jackass than an expert.
Bttt one on the other pand must necessarily form certain conclusions.
very intensely briefed.

We saw a great deal of China physically.

We were

We saw

many of its institutions, from its child care centers of kindergarten through
middle schools and the universities.

We visited the communes, both the

agricultural communes and the workers communes.

We visited industry, both

heavy industry and# light industry, neighborhood industry.
to a great many Chinese.

It is my

i~pression

are concerned with their internal problems.
external aggression.

And we talkeed

that the Chinese certainly now

They are not interested in

They are very much interested in normalizing relations

with the United States.

Which, of course, means the recognition of the

two governments, the exchange

of~mbassadors,

the relatively free movement

of science and business people, and so on.
Q. Mr. BC)_ggs, it seems that Europe is not the "in" place any more, as
congre8S1118n and other

quoted by

government officals, and China is.

there wil 1 be more cong:re ssmen gniq

Do you think

to China?

(Boggs)
Well, I would say that was a rather broad generalization in view of
the fact that out of 535 congressmen four of them have been there.
question asked
(Boggs)
The point you make is well taken.
colleagues will try to go to China.

I think that a vast number of our

And Mr. Ford and I were both asked by

many of our colleagues if we could assist in

that

direction.

discussed this with Premier Chou En-Lai in some detail.

And we

He indicated that

he would like to have members of Congress visit China in relatively small
groups and in a bipartisan fashion such as the two previous groups.

'

-4Co.qgressman Boggs and Congressman Ford in your atatement ~ou called
relations with China.
on both parties · to pronote the normalization ot . What are you asking
your respective parties to do?
(Ford)
Of course I haven't seen what the Republican Platform preliminary
drafts are at the present time. But I do assure you, based on conversations
with Congressman John Rhodes, that our party platform will strongly praise
I

the efforts of the President in opening the door and will also JBKZX8XZBI
ltr5~ZMZMZXZXSXB~8KZI8KZ

indicate that the normalization of relations should

expand in many, many fields.

This is a bipartisan effort as indicated by

the visit of the two senators and Mr, Boggs and myself.

I can't predict

the language of the Democratic Platform in this regard, but I suspect it
will be one also of favorable coDDient because this is in the best interest
of the United States, not in any one political party.
(Boggs)
I might add to that that I have been informed that the Democratic

Platform specifically calls for the normalization of relations with the
Peoples Republic of China.
(Ford)
One of the questions that Mr. Boggs and I raised specifically was the
Chiao Ku.an-hua
vice-chairman of Foreign Affairs, Mr. lijl~tae*lij1 was the situation
regarding the American prisoners.

The response was that IHiX Mr. Downey the

civilian arid the two military personnel, Smith and

Quin~ 1 was

being noted, and

the question was asked, were there any other American JII prisonerq held,kn
dg
,~o n1s
owe
e,
1
either from the Korean War or the Vietnam War, and the response was; ________
no.

I think this KKK is very important from the point of view of many KKKKKKIX

wives, mothers and fathers who have been concerned over the years about people
missing in action from both engagements.
other than those who were known by name.

8S8Rp"ed

And we were

~

there were none

,

-5~

Q.

Congressman Boggs, what's your reactirm to what pour party has

done in the way of party reform, specifically the

pl~ttorm

------

(Boggs)

fl·

I'm not really compitent to answer the question.

I've been away

from the country for two weeks, and developments. have been very rapid, and
there is one thing you will find out very ~ quickly in the Peoples Republic
of China and that is that you don't get very much news from other parts of
the world.

So unfortunately I'm really not compfient to answer your question.

(Ford)

If. Let

any
of

~

me add in a light way if I might.

We saw no evidence obviously

elections in the Peoples Republic of China, and therefore there was no

need or necessity for KKxi any campaign or election reform legislation.

ot

~· Did you talk about normalization/relation~ and exchange of ------------Could you give us anything more on that. AJpxe-attJxx Did you discuss this
in any detail in terms of relations with Taiwan?
(Boggs)

A. No we didn't because ••••• well I have to go back, there were discussions
of Taiwan.

Most of those discussions as well as more specific discussions

with respect to Vietnam and other araas -------•---------------- were off the
record.
he wonld

Q. You said that Chou En-Lai indicated~ welcome visitafrom other
congressmen.--~8-he-ifteiette-~-'--~-

other classifications of Americans--.cutd be

welcome?
(Boggs)
A. Yes, quite definitely.

He mentioned journalists and as a matter

~·

o~
-I

fact I would say K that more journalists have visited the Peoples Republ~\~
.~~:· .·.. .·.,, . . ~~
of China than any single group of Americans up to now. There were a nUJD.bf)~
of others as well. He mentioned e<hoatore.
Mr. Fairbank ot Harvard was there.

There were sevetal echcators there.

,

~6-

a

iil..,..

•e

'f
tk ern "'rc
e1
so: a a
===-rm--He mentioned most specificall'l and
several times1 American medical teams with special reference to those who
were knowledgeable in cancer, heart disease and strokes.

af 1'1htt

j\

LX•

lie msnticas! e&eat

••

What was the President's reaction to your report.
(Ford)

~Well, he kept us on the line for about a half hour. We ~~-~t
with a summary of our views_.]h;n he pursued many many question~he
introduction that we ~ gave to him. He pursued certain matters that were
unfortunately embargoed because of the wish of Premier Chou En-Lai. We had
a ~~JMI report this morning from San Climente that the President was very
pleased with the report and is looking forward to having a report in person
as soon as he gets back and as soon as Congress resumes. And we have
promised not only to meet with him in person but to submit to him a written
report for his information.

~AIAd..

~.Mil Mr. Ford, you talked about no need for electoral reform)(~
Premier Chou show any knowledge or interest in the electoral process in the
United States?
(Ford)

f\.r don't think we should reveal that kind .of information as to the
talks we had with him.

I would add this, however, (and this is not in

reference to our conversations with Premier Chou).Jfmong high Chinese
officials there was a great deal % of interest

~hown

and many questions

asked about the sufficiency of our military capability and what the direction
might be in the future as to our Defense Department and its funding and its
programming.
tBoggs)

A,

I would like to get back to that question and say that while it seemed

-

to be studiously non-partisan there was at all levels a tremendous amount of

'

~7-

interest in the electoral process in the United States.

One piece of

news that did come through (as a matter of fact, I picked it up on the
---------i~iga ___ of America) was the action • of the Democratic
Credentials Committee with respect to the California delegation.
many people asked me to explain that to them.
whole process.

And

They wanted to know the

The Credentials Committee, what its function was, bow it

is set up, how delegates were selected, why were they pledged, why weren't
they pledged, where the convention was, what the function of the convention
was.

In other

~K!

words it was almost like a very intelligent high school

youngster in a civics class.

I'm talking now about interpreters and people

that we talked to generally.

And I would also like to give a general feeling

that I had and I think that Mr. Ford shared, and K that is that uniformly
we found a tremendous amount of interest in the United States.
to

f~nd

I was unable

any hostility and the traditional Chinese reputation for friendliness

and hospitality was exceeded.
(Ford)
A. We were eapecially warmly

welcome~

as Mr. Boggs indicated, when we

were in Shen Yeng and Anshan which is in the northeastern part of China.
No American official had visited that part of China for 20 some years.
were welcomed in the

~KIIXIKIX

We

traditional Chinese fashion, not only by a

K handwave but applause by people on the street.

We went into a typical

gJK Chinese department store and somehow the rumor got out that we were
there. · By the time that we came out the street was lined on both sides.
I couldn't guess how many people were there but there were at least ~8~
four thousand1 1n my judgment •. It was really a heartwarming

experienc~)rhis

was spontaneous on their part.

,...-Congressman Ford, did I .un~l!tand , . . you to s~y that when you were
~by~
~r KepuoJ.~1 can and umocratic ad.min1arations? ..;
asked )
tJ a: Chinese leacieN . ~...M'6a:f'1~eitiUng J
in this couri ey

A"""'!tft

·•·'M.ftrfiii cwlllia:A-~zx:zxaxzxz~ :maatef tiif"Cl1

11

ha'zte==»

(Ford)

A. It was not put on the basis of Democratic or Republican policy. The

,

-8question was were we going to reduce our military strength in light of this
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
parts

Were we going to withdraw from various

of the worl<\.

They were intenfy

interested in what our role would be diplomaticallY, militarily in the world
as a whole and the specifics of what our )lans might be in ddlitary programs
and funding.

~. What did you tell them?
(Ford)

A. I referred to a vote that we had heard tl\at was taken in the House
of Representatives while we were in China.

X The House of Representatives,

as we understood it from the news reports, passed the military procurement
authorization bill overwhelmingly, def.eated any efforts to reduce the
recommendations of the Committee on Armed Services.

We indicated to them

that this was a traditional position of strength in the House of
Representatives on a bipartisan basis and we thought this would be the
eventual final conclusion of the Congress in 1912.
~.Congressman Ford , do you think ~!~-~11!4-~q_______ the President's

foreign policy record that the Republicans will KIIX defeat the Democratic
cand2da~-~~mber?

(Ford)
I think in this press conference it is better if we keep on the policy ••• th,
xr the press conference]~Xiit§a to our trip.
Q.Congressman, in reference to your questipn the answer before that, it
strikes me that this is an obvious reference to' the United States attitude
toward the Soviet Union.

Are these questions apout our military tunction, etc,
'

made in reference to their worry about our backing down in terms of maintaining
a position of strength

KKX~

regarding the· Soviet Union?

'

-9{Boggs)

1), I

think we would be totally less than frank with you if we did not

indicate that the impression that has been wides.p read in the West for
several years now about the tension between the Soviet Union and the
Peoples Republic of China is accurate • . It's

~te

accurate.

And following

through on Mr. Ford's observations we were advised by high officials that
that
the policy of IXKll/government is disarmament b~t not unilateral disarmament.
And there was specific concern expressed , rather emphatically, with regard
to the possibility of continued Soviet armamept and American disarmament.

a{

1

Sir, could you put it in anoeher way and say that/tRgySS~r~hijr1!R~ession that

the United States to keep their defenses up?
(Boggs)

Jt, I could put it this way IKKIIK that in the present world while they
are much concerned over the

~~

resolution of the

~

Vietnamese

question and the whole question of Indochina, Southeast Asia, they, in my
judgment would be terribly concerned if the United States DUDIXUX-re:nrt.ed._
to a policy of isolationism.
D!XXU (Ford}

IQ. Let

me reiterate and reemphasize stronglY what Mr. Boggs has said.

They don't want the United States 1% to withdraw from the Pacific or from
the world at any point •

They believe our presence is important for the

stability of the world now and in the future.

A militarily-weak United

States, at least I got the impression, would create instability rather than
stability in the resolution of the many, many problems that all nations face
today.
(Boggs)

fl., This is D
800 million.

a very large country with a great many people, over

Agriculture, while it has improved immensely,

standards is primitive.

1kil .g;q~stern

Their industry still mqst be developed.

What I

,

-10am saying to you, they said to us time and time again, they said we have
made progress , but much more remains to be done. and we are a developing
country and to develop we must have the time and: effort and energy devoted
internally and not externally.
~.They feel, Sir, that a withdrawal of the £nited Staees might encourage

the Soviet Union to move into the vaccuum thus created/~~ff§i~~ problems for
them?
(Ford)

)\.I

wouldn't say they put it as bluntly as you have said.

~J They're

concerned about nations such as ourselves participating in a stable Pacific
and that the United States withdrawal would create the instability.

I wouldn't

want to go any further than that in explaining the context HX in which we
discussed it.

G(.

Would you comment a vit on what you judge to be their relations with

the Soviet Union and whatever their fears might be?
{Boggs)

j\. I

think we've already covered it.

Q.. In regard to

the stability of the Pacifici, did Japan come up in that

respect?
(Ford)

Jl. They talked about the major powers that all had an interest in the
Pacifid.
(Boggs)

A, I would say that in answer IX to that question that there s IXU~l§U
1

an equal interest/again 11 for the normalization of relations with Japan.
1

,
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!¥Equal. to what?

:QUIXD Interest in norumlization of relations

~fL..

the United States.
(Boggs)
Check.
Q8 They speak of _noJ'I'Ilal jo~.ati.P.n....P.L.relations with the Japane es?

(Boggs)
A. Oh, yes. A great deal.
(Ford)
AeOne of the very broad things that I was impressed with and I'm sure
because
Mr. Boggs was~ we talked about it in length. You come away from China
with an impression of total. discipline and dedie,ation, Starting at a very
early age- ledication to their

system,~

dedication to their

objective~.

!hey are really convinced that if ehey all have •lXII this dedication and
this discipline that their society ,

industrial~,

economically, educationally,

5Ka and otherwise will make great strides forward in the next two decades

And this has some important
to recognize that

~

~l~oa~ODa-from

our point of view.

We have

although IXIJIX they're possibly behind IKK in certain

areas, technically and some other areas, we have to recognize that this kind
of discipline and this kind of dedication for our children and our children's
children is a matter of deep concern.
Q. Mr. Ford, you mentioned at the outset that they said they were

supporting, naturally, the North Vietnamese.

SU-a&EI'l&l'l~•

you and

Congressman Boggs spoke of their belief that the United States should stay
in the

JK

Pacific.

Are they separating these two and saying that the

United States should get out of Indochina but stay in Thailand and Okinawa
and places like that?

'
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(Mr. Boggs)
A. That's a veey difficult question to answe:r or even to

and I wouldn't even try to.
this is no secret.
Russia.

speculate~

on,.

My impression of that is as they put it, and

There are two super powers,

tKM

the United States and

And if Russia becomes a greater super power XXU then much of the

world could

~-be-~-df:t'-f~.-D~

Where that means people

~KIH/~Ylocated physically or what kind of weapons are required is some-

thing else.

And I am totally, completely unknowledgeable on that subject.

Q.Did they express any interest in joining the disarmament talks,
either SALT or the ones in Geneva?
(Ford)
A.No.

But they did say and they did repeat that they are for total

disarmament on the broadest most comprehensive way or comprehensive sense.
plee.eea
They are not ~ or they are not impressed say with the two super
powers coming

~

to such an agreement.

historically,that they want

They have

disarmamen~period.

said4XIXXKI~

I think

And they reiterated that to

us on several occasions.
Q. Did they mention the Chinese ~-the.

l'Dmch nuclear tests?

(Ford)
A. No.

Q. Did they talk about their own nuclear proposal which is to destroy
all nuclear weapons?
(Boggs)
Not a

A.~new proposal, we made it back in the daysll of Benu;rd BarUDb-

in 1946.

'
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(Ford)
A. They did say that under no circumstances would their development
(and this has been said many times) that they would never use it on a
first-strike basis.

Q. question muffled
(Ford)
A.

No , they did not.

Q. Anything about the ships 1

--------.;.;.-..--..;..~

ships ~shelled

as a result of - Bgbt.er.a.------- bringing supplies to XIKDB North Vietnam?

-----------------.
about disarmament,

Q. In answer to your previous question/they $hawed skepticism about
the goscov agreement on nuclear restraint, the ABM and the technical
agreement.
(Boggs)
A. I wouldn't say that they showed skepticism.
specific

questio~~hey

approved.

They1 in answer to a

But as for general disarmament without

the participation of all nations of the world tpey KK1J showed considerable
Ql skepticism.

(Ford)
A. They just think it should be on a broad, .b road basis, including
all weapons •

Not only are they against

furthe~

for the destruction of many of the weapons that

development, they're
KI~BJXI!I

are already tn

being and deployed.
Q.Congressman, could you ------------ .us on the basis of your
conversation with XIXII the leaders in Peking and Taiwan ------------------------- in the establishment of

diplomat~e

relations between the

,

•
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the United States and ~~~. Or do you believe now that this
rfatls-nidj
problem can be -••~awwt4w ___.;._ or even in the absenee of an ultimate

that

resolution of the problems of Taiwan ~diplomatic relatinns between
Washington and Peking could be established?
(Boggs)
A. Well ,I have two impressions.
of the top XI difficulties with

The first is that this is indeed one

resp~ct

to normalization of relations

between the United States and the Peoples Republic of China.

The second

is it is their feeling as I understood that this is a matter that can be
worked out between the Peoples Republic of China and Taiwan.

Q. How?
(Ford)
A.

But they did not trust us in trying to give an answer or a key to

this current difficulty for the total normalization of our relations with
the Peoples Republic of China.
(Boggs)
A. Correct.

They did not trust.

Q.congressman Ford, did you see any ~IJXIXX possibility of
armed

---eeft#~~e•------

between Communist China and the Soviet

Union~

(Ford)

,

in

A.We did not engage in any diseussion~that kind of detail.

We

recognize they have differences they indicated, which is a fact that they
have differences, but as to the imminence or the possibility, XKMJ there
was no discussion.

•

•

-15(Boggs)

4. Well, as a matter of fact, the deputy foreign minister! said that
the discussions were by word ot mouth and by writingf.

I certainly have

heard little any indications of any armed cDnflict*·

Q. Congressman Boggs, may I pose a political question to you since you
are ~H~X~K!X~XK one of your Partys leaders.
(Boggs)

A-'• You mean a Chinese political question.
Q. No sir, its about -----------------------(Boggs)

A. Well I would be glad to hold a press cQnference about that but not
at this

OICI30CX

Ne'WBman:

time ..

Thank you., sir.
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